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[source, citation: WE ARE EVERYWHERE, Matthew Riemer & Leighton Brown] 

 

cited p. 75  The image on . 

                     Deep pools; correlate further 

                             with an additional fashion item [piece] 

                                              why.  

 

cited approx.  p. 159 why?  

                                      the statement cognized to a  

                                       shimmering piece 

                                              of jewelry. 

 

theme: is jewelry not notice-able 

               in the images with more fashion. 

                                               [here, I mean] 

 

cited approx. pgs. 294-295  The mention 

                                                      of “S_T_A_R_”  
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Part Two. Another incident m.m. This version, flank m. [121119] 

tag[s]: cited: creative thought 

 

 

behavioral conduct: if not  already doing so [imsl possibly, consider using this as usmsl ops]   There is 

report from this victim m.m. about this threat. Earlier at some point in m.m.’s life a few or several 

people were approaching her on her way to work, and threatening her; at the time she didn’t think 

much of it.  

 

  Only maybe 1 of the 5 or 6 threateners at this time; look[-ed] familiar to m.m. One of these persons 

m.m. had been introduced to at a get-to-gether to celebrate a religious holiday.  

Method[s] to correction [usmsl/imsl entry point]: {even if adhering to this faith system; as even: at least 

a sentiment of respect; get yourself invited and then don’t go} 

theme: following every syllable [sp?] 

 

Add’l and-or another usmsl/imsl entry tactic: {access time} through a function {related in some relativity} 

to suspected approximation of victim’s religious practice evaluating this at the point of suspected … and-
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or verified death of victim. Cited: u.n. application …  inviting and enforce-ing attendees who are 

absolutely suspected and absolutely not suspected of relation to this homicide. In addition; some … 

others suspected falsely of crimes and also those in reforming criminal activity, should attend  … 

 

 

 


